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How to extract video from PDF with PDF extractor SDK in C# with
ByteScout Premium Suite

Continuous learning is a crucial part of computer science and this tutorial shows how to
extract video from PDF with PDF extractor SDK in C#

Source code documentation samples give simple and easy method to install a needed feature into your
application. What is ByteScout Premium Suite? It is the bundle that includes twelve SDK products from
ByteScout including tools and components for PDF, barcodes, spreadsheets, screen video recording. It can
help you to extract video from PDF with PDF extractor SDK in your C# application.

This prolific sample source code in C# for ByteScout Premium Suite contains various functions and other
necessary options you should do calling the API to extract video from PDF with PDF extractor SDK. Just
copy and paste the code into your C# application’s code and follow the instructions. Want to see how it
works with your data then code testing will allow the function to be tested and work properly.

ByteScout provides the free trial version of ByteScout Premium Suite along with the documentation and
source code samples.

   

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND FREE TRIAL:

Download Free Trial SDK (on-premise version) 

Read more about ByteScout Premium Suite 

Explore API Documentation 

Get Free Training for ByteScout Premium Suite 

Get Free API key for Web API 

visit www.ByteScout.com

Source Code Files:

https://www.bytescout.com/?utm_source=website-article-pdf
https://bytescout.com/download/web-installer?utm_source=pdf-source-code-sample
https://bytescout.com/products/developer/premiumsuite/index.html?utm_source=pdf-source-code-sample
https://bytescout.com/documentation/index.html
https://bytescout.com/documentation/index.html
https://pdf.co/documentation/api?utm_source=pdf-source-code-sample
https://bytescout.com/?utm_source=pdf-source-code-sample


Program.cs

      

using Bytescout.PDFExtractor;

namespace ExtractVideo
{
    class Program
    {
        static void Main(string[] args)
        {
            // Create Bytescout.PDFExtractor.MultimediaExtractor instance
            MultimediaExtractor extractor = new MultimediaExtractor();
            extractor.RegistrationName = "demo";
            extractor.RegistrationKey = "demo";
            
            // Load PDF document
            // (!) We do not provide the sample document, please load your own.
            extractor.LoadDocumentFromFile(@"sample-video.pdf");

            int i = 0;

            // Initialize movies enumeration
            if (extractor.GetFirstVideo())
            {
                do
                {
                    string outputFileName = "movie" + i + extractor.GetCurrentVideoExtension();

                    // Save movie to file
                    extractor.SaveCurrentVideoToFile(outputFileName);

                    i++;

                } 
                while (extractor.GetNextVideo()); // Advance movies enumeration
            }

            // Cleanup
   extractor.Dispose();
        }
    }
}
  
      

    

VIDEO



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NEwNs2b9YN8
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